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TEACHER’S DAY 

CELEBRATION 



The students of 
class 8 conducted 
a  magnificent 
assembly on the 
5th of September 
for their dear 
teachers. They 
had the crowd in      
hysterics by pre-
tending to be 
teachers and shuffled their respective teaching  

subjects. On top of 
that, a friendly com-
petition was held 
between the differ-
ent subject depart-
ments to put a cher-
ry on top of the 
cake.   

TEACHER’S DAY ASSEMBLY 



CLASS  

ASSEMBLY 



The students of 
class 7-D pre-
sented a class 
assembly on the 
topic “Growing 
up”. 
Children       
presented a skit 
on the issues 
like excessive use of mobile and its impact on the 
children. Along with the skit they also presented a 
self composed song and a dance. 

GROWING UP 



LIFE SKILL 

ACTIVITIES 



‘Needle and Thread’ 

 Every Thursday a life skill activity is held. 
This month, the theme was „sui dhaaga‟. 
Through this activity , the students were 
taught how to make buttonholes and hem their 
handkerchiefs. This activity ensures that they 
remain independent later in life and make wise 
use of their skills. 



                   SHRAMADHAN 

Being a green school, on every Tuesday in    
order to emphasis the importance of          
cleanliness and hygiene, students clean their 
classrooms and corridors. Throughout the 
month of September, this routine was             

judiciously followed. 



                    

HINDI DIVAS 



  SESSION ON MAHADEVI VERMA   
 

Hindi lovers from the middle school, assembled 
in the  library to listen to Mr. Rajeev Shukla,    
retired Assistant Director of Akashvaani radio 
station as he reminisced about esteemed author 
and poetess Mahadevi Verma. Mr. Shukla had 
met Mahadevi Verma twice and so was able to 
provide accounts of first hand  experience about 
her. 



P`aSnaao<arI 

Ca~aoM nao ihndI BaaYaIya &anavaQa-na 

hotu ihMdI ibaBaaga d\vaara 

maaQyaimak kxaaAaoM (kaxaa 

pa^McavaI sao AazvaI tk) ko ilae 

ihndI p`SnamaMca ka Aayaaojana 

ikyaa   gayaa.  

P`a%yaok sadna ko caar sadsyaaoM nao 

[sa p`ityaaoigata maoM ihssaa ilayaa.p`qama sqaana AjaMta tqaa iwtIya 

sqaana satpura sadna nao Aija-t ikyaa. 



 
ECO CLUB  

 
 
 
 



A HELPING HAND 
 
The co-operative team of eco-club students  
leant a helping hand by making newspaper fold-
ers for the  Parent Teacher Meeting. This was a 
big help for the teachers and they were extreme-
ly grateful for the help. 



SUBJECT 

RELATED 

ACTIVITIES 



POSTER MAKING  
Students of  
class 5 made 
posters on the 
topic „Water 
conservation‟. 
Through this 
activity stu-
dents tried to 
depict the im-
portance of 
conserving wa-

ter. Each child was given  two minutes to pre-
sent his poster .This activity 
not only       enhanced their 
creativity but also broad-
ened their horizon about the 
harmful effects of water 
pollution on marine ani-
mals. 



PERCOLATION RATE OF SOIL  ACTIVITY 
 
Class 7   students       
conducted an       
activity to find out 
the percolation rate  
of different types 
of soil.  



MATHS QUADRILATERAL 
 ACTIVITY OF  CLASS 8 

 
Students of class 8 enjoyed doing a             
Mathematics quadrilateral activity with          
colourful origami sheets through which they 
proved that the sum of the interior angles in a 
quadrilateral is 360 degrees.  



 
ALGEBRAIC           

EXPRESSIONS 
 
Students of class VI 
made patterns to 
demonstrate algebra-
ic expressions. 



HINDI PRESENTATION 
 

Based on a chapter, class 7 students           
performed a group presentation. Through 
this, students learnt about different delicacies 
and cuisines of   secular India. Students also 
concocted a show that had the audience    
rolling in their seats.  



CLASSIFICATION ACTIVITY 

During the science period, students of class 6 
performed an activity in which they had to    
classify materials into groups in terms of their 
ability to reflect and transmit light. 



EXPERIMENT ON PHYSICAL AND 
CHEMICAL CHANGES 

Students of class 7   
performed an  activity  
to  understand the     
differences   between  
different chemical and   
physical changes 
which occur during a 
chemical   reaction. 



LIGHT ACTIVITY 
 

The budding scientists of class 6 performed  an  
activity to understand the rectilinear propagation 
of light by making their own pinhole cameras. 



SPELL BEE COMPETITION 
 

 Middle School students 
participated in spell   
bee competition, 2018 
where our budding 
spelling champions en-
gaged in a fierce contest 
with their equals . The 
stage might have intimi-
dated them at first , but 
they emerged more   

confident as the     
contest proceeded. 
The winners of classes 
seventh and eighth 
said that they expected 
easier spellings and 
not what was in store 
for them .  



 

 

EXPERIMENT WITH WATER 
                                                                   
The curiosity and inquisitiveness of the 5th graders 
was clearly visible in their hands-on experiment 
on properties of water.  
The students said that is was a fun way to learn  
about density of different liquids, buoyancy and 
solubility of different materials in water. 



VIBRATION AND JAL-TARANG 
ACTIVITY 

 

On 27th of September, class 8 conducted an    
activity to prove that sound is produced by     
vibrations. They also tried to find out how a   
jal-tarang works.  



 

MOTION AND TIME ACTIVITY 
 

Our young scientists in training from class 7 were 

in for a treat when an activity on motion and time 

was conducted. In this activity, they measured the 

distance and time and found out that the average 

speed of walking, jogging and running.  
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